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Global Anthropogenic CH₄ Budget by Source in 2000

- Natural gas: 15%
- Solid waste: 13%
- Waste water: 10%
- Fuel stat. & mobile: 8%
- Coal: 8%
- Oil: 1%
- Biomass burning: 5%
- Biofuel combustion: 4%
- Enteric fermentation: 28%
- Manure: 4%
- Rice: 11%

Total CH₄ emissions in 2000 = 262.6 Tg CH₄
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So what do we get from a very tall CH$_4$ flux tower?

Tall towers offer novel approach to estimating regional fluxes
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Long-term continuous CH$_4$ eddy covariance is now feasible
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Not shown: Los Gatos for CH$_4$ profile/storage flux
LI-7000 (NOAA) for CO2 profile/storage
CH$_4$ random uncertainty can be large but a reasonable level of detection is possible.
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Storage flux is more complicated for CH$_4$ than CO$_2$ NEE
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Driving factors are trickier for CH₄! Temperature at daily scale...

- **Hourly GPP**
  - NEE CH₄ = 1.97 + 0.07 GPP
  - \( r^2 = 0.00 \)

- **Daily GPP**
  - NEE CH₄ = 0.56 + 0.39 GPP
  - \( r^2 = 0.19 \)

- **Hourly Temperature**
  - NEE CH₄ = 0.49 e^{0.09T}
  - \( r^2 = 0.02 \)

- **Daily Temperature**
  - NEE CH₄ = 0.35 e^{0.12T}
  - \( r^2 = 0.29 \)
Moisture at annual scale

Graphs showing cumulative NEE CH₄ over months and power spectra over different periods.
Chamber CH4 fluxes show high inter and intra site variability, and scaled fluxes are ~1/3 of tower, while tower is less than a profile similarity approach.
Models get seasonal pattern but not interannual variability or large emissions
ERF model shows pressure and mixing ratio drivers of flux
Gridded ERF functions show significant spatial variability in CH$_4$ flux
What does tower synthesis say so far?

So is methane interesting?

- NO: short-lifetime, small flux in most forests, only ecologically relevant for wetlands/agriculture/tropics and arctic, anthropogenic source more important, hard/expensive to measure flux well,
- YES: high short-term (policy-relevant) radiative forcing, ecosystem climate sensitivities involve CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ flux tradeoffs, tracer of microbial ecology, data and models show lots of uncertainty and invalidity of prior assumptions of fixed ratios, …

- What do you think?
Thank you!

- NSF CAREER DEB #0845166
- DOE Ameriflux Network Management Program
- NEON Service Agreement to U Wisconsin
- WLEF/ Park Falls (US-PFa) tall tower research partners: NOAA ESRL (A. Andrews, J. Kofler), USFS NRS (M. Kubiske, D. Baumann), Penn State (K. Davis), Cal Tech (P. Wennberg), COSMOS (M. Zreda), NASA GSFC (B. Cook), WI ECB (J. Ayers), Ameriflux, NEON (S. Metzger)
- Desai lab at UW: J Thom, K Xu, and others
  - http://flux.aos.wisc.edu
  - desai@aos.wisc.edu
  - 608-218-4208